Refrigerator/Freezer Care
Do Set The Right Temperature: Keep the refrigerator between 37 and 40 degrees Fahrenheit and the freezer
at 0 degrees.
Do Give Your Refrigerator Space: If possible, you should leave several inches of space on the top, sides and
back to give the heat it expels room to escape. Shelves and bins laden with food, drinks, and heavy condiment
bottles can also crack them. Evenly dispersing weight can prevent this.
Do Let Food Cool Down Before Storing: Putting hot leftovers in the refrigerator can warm up other food stored
nearby increasing the risk of microbial growth. Plus it increases the energy needed to cool it all down. To cool
foods down quicker, try immersing the container in an ice bath. Fill the sink with cold water and ice until the
water comes halfway up the side of the container. Stir the food frequently until cool and then refrigerate or
freeze.
Do Label and Date Bags or Containers: You think you’ll remember what it is, but two months from now you
might not! Enjoy your homemade frozen dinners within three months or sooner.
Don’t Ignore Smells: Despite best efforts, refrigerators are unable to keep perishable foods fresh forever. To
avoid foul, moldy smells, clean your unit out on a weekly basis and keep a container of baking soda or a
deodorizer that’s made speciﬁcally for refrigerators to deodorize the interior.
Don’t Open The Door Too Often: It pays to plan ahead before you open your refrigerator door. You let cold air
escape every time you open it, so try retrieving a few things with each open to help save money and energy.
Do Be Prepared for if the Power Goes Out: Keep the doors closed and use foods from the pantry. An unopened
refrigerator will keep food safe for 4 hours; a freezer will maintain its temperature for 48 hours if full and 24
hours if half-full. Fill it up (even if you never cook and only have takeout). Refrigerators need “thermal mass”
(a.k.a. lots of stuff) to maintain low temperatures. Cold foods and drinks help absorb warm air that streams in
when you open the door. If you’re the eat-out type or your fridge is too big for your needs, store a few jugs of
water in there.
Do Call a Technician if you Suspect Something is Wrong: If you notice a leak, groaning sounds, issues
maintaining temperatures, or frost buildup, you need refrigerator repair. Scheduling the call early will give
you a better chance of salvaging your food. Don’t ignore the warning signs before it leads to bigger problems
and loss of food.

